040311_Ballew
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Barry Ballew
dfgsuctiondredge@dfg.ca.gov;
SEIR
Sunday, April 03, 2011 7:02:00 PM

attn. Mark Stopher, I am a 69 year old recreational
miner who has occasionally used a 3 in. dredge in the
pursuit of my hobby. Said dredge has set idle for the
last couple of years while the State has dithered over
what I would term a frivolous lawsuit that resulted in
a statewide ban on suction dredging even though the
tribes suit only encompassed 3 rivers. There seems to
have been no study done as to the validity of the
tribes claim of damage to the Coho salmon before the
Legislature jumped on the opportunity to ban all
dredges statewide and the Governor signed off on it. I
spent several hours at the DFG office in Monterey last
week trying to get a cleart picture of what was coming
down the line for people who use this method of
mining whether professionally or recreational and to
be Quite frank the approx. 25 pounds of paper
disclosed more than I could ever digest at one time. I
would strongly suggest that the DFG support going
back to the 1994 rules that closed certain waterways
during spawning season and kept others either
permanently closed or open all year. The most telling
quote I have seen during all the time of the closure
came from an unknown author who said: In the year
of the suspension of suction dredging the state of
California sold about 3600 dredge permits to people
who had no intention of harming a fish, the same
year the sold 3 million fishing licenses to persons
who deliberately planned to kill a fish. Please help
those of us who wish to pursue our hobby of mining

as well as the people who make a significant portion
of their living mining.
Thank you for your help, Barry
Ballew

040311_Bourland

040311_Valdez
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ramon and Myrna
dfgsuctiondredge@dfg.ca.gov;
Dredging in Mono Co.
Sunday, April 03, 2011 1:41:58 PM

My wife, Myrna Valdez and I, Ramon Valdez are opposed to dredging the
waters of Mono Co. and in Particular, the waters on Swauger Creek where
we live.
Ramon and Myrna Valdez

040311_Witham
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Randy Witham
dfgsuctiondredge@dfg.ca.gov;
Comments on Proposed Suction Dredging Restrictions/Regulations
Sunday, April 03, 2011 6:10:27 AM

Dear Mr. Mark Stopher,
After reading through your proposed new suction dredging restrictions to be
forced on us California recreational suction dredgers, I can only say I am
shocked & appalled at what you are trying to do...
It's 110% obvious you're out to use your proposed overly burdensome and
costly "regulations"..............i.e., government bureaucracy and red tape, to
harass, hinder, limit, reduce and ultimately deny us recreational miners our
legal rights under the Mining Law of 1872, and other Federal laws on public
lands & waters. Have you ever prospected for gold? Gone suction
dredging? Had the fun?
I invite you to come out with me some weekend and see for yourself and
maybe find some gold too.
Here's some specifics complaints I have with your proposed regulations:
1). Demanding we itemize all out equipment, down to the nozzle size,
restrictor ring (if one), engine make & model number and HP is ludicrous! I
update my equipment as needed, and stream conditions warrant. Also, if a
friend sells me good used equipment, that may happen in a weekend, or even
while out on the stream. Why would you give a hoot if my engine is a
Honda or a Briggs & Stratton? I have several different pieces of equipment,
such as a 4 inch Keene suction dredge, a Proline 2 1/2 inch high banker
dredge/combo unit. Do I have to get a separate permit to use both? What
about both in the same day? Same location? What if I had 10 different sized
dredges, from a 2 inch backpacker model up to an 8 incher? Would I need a
permit for each just to use them?
2). What the heck is this limit on no more than 6 locations to work with my
dredge permit? List exact geographical locations too? Are you serious?
How do I or any other dredger to know exactly where the gold is? We
don't! I set up, work a while and check my sluice box. If nothing, I move on

to another spot. What if my 6 locations all have nothing? I am what....out of
luck for the year? Would I have to obtain another permit to work 6 new
locations looking for gold? I may go to the SF American River one day and
NF American the next day, and the Yuba River the third day....That's the joy
& fun of prospecting.
Freedom is a founding principal of this nation, I have the right to work
public lands, owned by us, the public, which includes the rivers, creeks &
streams as a free man. Just silly to predetermine (or try) where the gold is...
Oh, with exact specifics on where I plan to work, so criminals can come and
target me and my equipment, or vandalize or harass me on the stream.
Would you tell a hunter to I.D. the 6 exact spots he plans to hunt a deer?
3). Additionally, having to give you the (approximate) dates of my dredging
activities? Say what? I often don't even know myself.....work, weather,
family situations all mean I may not know until the night before. I suspect
it's so you can send you Fish & Game officers out to harass me, right? So as
to not waste their time walking the stream to look at the HP rating of my
engine, or if my dredge spot is close enough to their opinion as to my "exact"
geographical location. If information on my whereabouts gets out, my home/
property is wide open to thieves to come and rob me while I am on the
stream dredging. Really, what's the date of my prospecting to Fish &
Game? Oh, more control...
As you can see, you and your department are out to use the power of
government to ruin a great American pastime, gold prospecting. I have been
a suction dredger for many years, and I can tell you we do a great service
cleaning up the creeks & streams.........of heavy metals, such as lead, iron,
mercury and such. The gold prospectors I know all treat nature and the
environment a lot better than most. How a dredger working one, 6, a dozen
dredge holes/spots ..........maybe 10 feet around............on thousands and
thousands of miles of rivers/creeks/streams in California can be a supposed
threat to "the environment" and fish is just silly. We mover inert creek
material from one spot to another, separate out the gold, plus remove any
heavy metals, and that's beneficial. When the annual floods come, the
streambed resets itself, as it always does. It's really neat to actually have the
trout and other fish come right into your dredge hole with you, feeding off

any aquatic bugs stirred up, totally unafraid of you or your dredging.
I please ask you to reconsider your positions on these new Dept of Fish &
Game regulations: all unwarranted bureaucracy, red tape, burden, cost.
Delete, modify and otherwise put some REAL common sense into all this
and let us suction dredgers enjoy or hobby as we have and as we help clean
the streams in our great state.
Nothing was "broken" before...........don't try to "fix" something that was & is
not broken.
Thank you,
Randy L. Witham
Recreational Gold Prospector

040411_Bonafede
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

PROSPECTORS DEPOT
dfgsuctiondredge@dfg.ca.gov;
TAXES, REVENUES AND DREDGING PERMITS
Monday, April 04, 2011 4:09:39 PM

Mark: It is my sincere hope that
California gets itself back on track by
weighing out the losses and gains of
receiving or not receiving revenues
from the recreational mining industry.
Seems like a few frogs or petty politics
are more important than the people of
California that pay taxes!
This moratorium is dramatically hurting
my business! Time to make some hard
decisions for the people who vote!
Philip Bonafede Owner
Prospectors Depot
Joshua Tree Ca
Philip Bonafede
Prospectors Depot
63125 Red Horse Run
Joshua Tree Ca. 92252
www.prospectorsdepot.com
http://stores.ebay.com/prospectors-depot
Keene Engineering Authorized Dealership
Minelab Metal Detector Sales & Training
Authorized Minelab Dealership
Toll free: 1.866.366.8511
Local 760-366-3333

040411_Louis
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

MIKE LOUIS
dfgsuctiondredge@dfg.ca.gov;
CALIFORNIA DREDGING
Monday, April 04, 2011 9:39:19 AM

ESTIMATED INDIVIDUAL EXPENSES FOR TRAVELING TO,
AND ATTENDING RELATED TRADE AND HOBBY SHOWS.
(ALL FIGURES IN WHOLE DOLLAR AMOUNTS BASED ON 3200 PERMITS
ISSUED)

GAS=225
FOOD=125
HOTEL=172
RAFFLE TICKETS FROM VARIOUS VENDORS=220
EQUIPMENT= 425
ON ROAD PURCHASES=40
DONATIONS=50 BSA GSA MAKE A WISH PLP
VEHICLE USE @ 32 CENTS A MILE 256.
1 EA. @ 1,245.00
3 TIMES A YEAR= 3,735.00 (2880 AT REDDING, CA. SHOW ALONE)

POTENTIAL OF

10,756,800

GENERATED REVENUE

YEARLY CLUB MEETING ATTENDANCE AND RELATED
EXPENSES

GAS =2,952
FOOD =744
TOTAL =3696
COMBINED TOTAL (CLUBS AND SHOWS) YEARLY EXPENSES, PER
MINER=7431

POTENTIAL OF

23,779,200 GENERATED REVENUE.

DFG SURVEYED 2000 DREDGERS IN 1993
“18 YEARS AGO”
(TOTALS DERIVED FROM 3200 PERMITS ISSUED BY DFG)

EXPENSES FOR EACH DREDGER
EQUIPMENT =6,000
TRAVEL EXPENSES =6,250
EQUIP MAINT=3,000
TOTAL=15,250

POTENTIAL OF
AGO)

48,800,000

GENERATED REVENUE (18 YEARS

DFG REPORTED COSTS OF 1,500,000 TO PROCESS AND
ADMINISTER DREDGING PERMIT PROGRAM
LETS SAY IT NOW COSTS THE DFG A VERY GENEROUS, 5,000,000.

INCREASE OF EXPENSES, PER DREDGER
(BASED ON 3200 PERMITS ISSUED)
COSTS INCREASE FOR DREDGERS ALONE IS A POTENTIAL

73,200,000

GENERATED REVENUE

68,200,000

73,200,000 MINUS THE DFG EXPENSES OF 5,000,000=
OF EXCESS GENERATED REVENUE.

COMBINED TOTAL FOR “HOBBY” AND “ACTUAL DREDGING”

91,979,200

OF POTENTIAL GENERATED REVENUE
EXPENSES=
ACROSS THE STATE, NOT JUST IN THE TOWNS WHERE DREDGING
OCCURS.

MINERS AND DREDGERS CREATE WEALTH AND GENERATE THE
ECONOMY IN CALIFORNIA.

91,979,200

CALIFORNIA CAN NOT AFFORD TO LOSE THE
OF
POTENTIAL REVENUES GENERATED BY THIS SELF SUSTAINED, SELF
SUPPORTING “INDUSTRY”.

040411_Matyus

040411_Reamy
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Cindy Reamy
mstopher@dfg.ca.gov;
Common sense Comparison
Monday, April 04, 2011 5:13:09 PM
Common Sense Comparison.txt

Dear Mr.Stopher,
If you could take the time to read this Text pertaining to the upcoming
California proposed dredging relulations .
I know this is just a personal view but I hope you can understand my Common
sense approach
to the questions and opinions contained in it.
Thank you for your time .

Cindy

Common Sense Comparison
Please accept these as my comments
Dredge DEIR.
Cindy Reamy

regarding the 2011 Suction

Mark Stopher
Environmental Program Manager
California Department of Fish and Game
601 Locust Street
Redding, CA 96001

I am not a dredger, but I have taken a interest in the proposed dredging regulations
that are under review at this time.
As a person who hasn't had the experience of dredging nor the ability at this time
to dredge, I would like to explain something I have researched thru common sense
evaluation over a 2 year period.
I have compared and observed the turbity of river flow when river is at flood stage
or during a dam release,and a video of a dam break and snow melt and then the
turbity of a single dredge and from what I have seen the dredge in its heaviest
working ability
cannot match nor preform any comparison to the activity the flood or snow melt can.
And I have sat for hours fishing from a dock numorous weekends and watched boats
being fueled up by fisherman and boaters and noticed the spilling of gas into the
water time and time again without soak pads being used to absorb the spillage and
just a guessing average the amount of fuel would be possibly more than 1 gallon
spilled per 2 days of ongoing boaters fillups. And watching youtubes videos of how a
dredge motor is located there seems to be a catch pan which makes me think that and
the fact with Less dredgers compared to boaters on any and all waters the level of
impact is less than 1 percent done by dredgers, if it takes place at all.
And knowing that the flow of water will change the layers and sediments each time
the flow from snow melts and rains on most all rivers it seems the local area a
dredger changes is mainly the demensions of less than a 20'x20' and it fills back in
as the river flows thru its changing rates
naturally and again less than 1 percent compared to the natural river flow during
each season.
And I have watched dredging video on you tube and gold prospecting websites where
the dredge has collected lead fishing weights and other metals and a few have
collected and removed Mercury from the enviroment which to me is something they
don't have to do but feel they should do because it helps to clean up the ecosystem
and protects wildlife and our water systems from the contamanites which naturally
gets stirred up thru floods and flows.
I have watched videos of fish being with the dredgers and I admit in a webforum I
read one person said they were caught off guard by a snake in the water and sucked
the snake up thru the hose and when he went to check the output the snake swam away
unharmed because the pump that dredgers use
are designed to only be pumped thru the hose and not thru a pumping chamber that can
possibly injure things sucked into it .
So now my overall opinion after this 2 years study brings me to conclude that modern
day dredging is less likely to have a impact on our enviroment and wildlife than
cars driving the roadways, boat props and fuelings of boats and skidoos and
fisherman, which if you compare the amount of dredgers to all those other catigories
the question is why modern day dredging being placed under a microscope with such
strict regulations ??
Page 1

Common Sense Comparison
And why is this proposal meant to restrict a person from doing hard work that not
many can or will do that has benefits to our enviroment while they earn a hard days
pay to support themselves and families?
And why is it common sense compairison is being avoided by the stop dredge
protesters?
Just because a group gets together and decides there are reasons to stop this other
small group
and place these accusations on paper doesn't make it so.
Time should be taken to really know the truth for yourself, because sometimes people
lie to people who trust them, to just get what they personally want .
This is Not a bully system political controlling powers issue because we can subject
is it?
Work from facts and common sense comparison and if you dont have the time why are
you in this
position of making such dicisions?
Thank you for allowing me to add my comments.
CJ Reamy

Page 2

040411_Spolini

040411_Todd
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

tdb@linkline.com
dfgsuctiondredge@dfg.ca.gov;
class E dredge question
Monday, April 04, 2011 9:56:03 PM

Hi,
I would like to know if possible, the criteria which causes the proposed
change(delay from July 1 to Sept 1)in the beginning of season date for the
class E dredging areas. In particular the Main Yuba River.
Thanks, Todd

040511_Bova

040511_Bradbury

040511_Morgan

040511_Porter
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

J Pooter
dfgsuctiondredge@dfg.ca.gov;
Dredge Regulations Comments
Tuesday, April 05, 2011 7:52:12 AM

Dear Mr Stopher:
It has been a long time since I've seen proposed legislation
written in such a detailed, controlling manner (albeit, I've
not read the 1,700 page health care "bill").
Passing of this into law would be so restrictive that, perhaps
as intended, it could be nearly impossible for a recreational
dredger to wiggle, legally.
The one-sided verbage doesn't mention the actual
improvement in stream bed quality which takes place after
testing or dredging on this small scale occurs.
This restrictive proposition is an invasion of my rights! For
whom else must I give the specific hours of the day I will be
recreating and in the exact location and duration? No one!!
If anyone demanded your schedule of whereabouts on the
golf course or any other location of your relaxation, you
would protest loudly, wouldn't you?
It appears to me that the only true accomplishment is to
produce more "paper pushing jobs for select workers".
If this totally invasive, restrictive proposal becomes the law,
all free American citizens may as well hang up their hunting
hats and fishing poles because we don't call it "recreating"
when Big Brother is "watching"!! Rethink this, please.
Janice Porter
Do it now! Later might not come

040611_Anonymous

040611_Burns
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

hank burns
dfgsuctiondredge@dfg.ca.gov;
Proposed Suction Dredge Regulations
Wednesday, April 06, 2011 12:42:33 PM

Hi,
My name is Hank Burns and this e-mail is in regard to the Proposed Suction Dredge
Regulations.
One of my concerns with the Proposed Regulations is the Regulation stating "no
dredging anywhere within 3 feet of the edge of the waterway at the time the
dredging is taking place"
I live in the small town of Susanville at the base of the Sierra
Nevada mountain range. I, along with several members of my family enjoy
recreational gold prospecting. We mainly prospect on a small mountain creek
known as Gold Run Creek that starts on Diamond Mountain and runs into the valley
here in Susanville.
Unfortunately, due to the Proposed Suction Dredge Regulations we will not be able
to operate a small suction dredge on Gold Run Creek since the creek is so narrow.
Even in the spring when Gold Run Creek is at its highest capacity the widest parts
are usually less that 8 feet wide which would only leave a two foot section to legally
dredge. Most of the year the Gold Run Creek is less than 6 feet wide which would
make suction dredging illegal due to the proposed 3 feet from the edge regulation.
Gold Run Creek is mainly supplied with water from snow melt and a few mountain
springs and on very dry years Gold Run Creek may dry up completely.
If this Proposed Regulation is passed into law my family and I will no longer be able
to dredge on this creek and due to the remote location of where we live we are not
able to travel to do any suction dredging. This also means lost revenue for the
state and local economy.
It is especially upsetting since Gold Run Creek does not even have a Salmon
population which is what this whole ban on dredging is about in the first place.
Also since it is a small creek we would use a small dredge and the footprint we
leave on the ecosystem is also very small.

I am writing this to show how the Proposed Suction Dredge Regulations will affect
me and my family directly. Long story short if this passes we will no longer be able
to dredge on this small creek without breaking the law.

In my opinion it seems silly to say one can't dredge 3 ft from the bank on a creek
that is 6 ft wide and sometimes drys up completely.
I hope that the Department of Fish and Game can find an alternative to this
proposal perhaps limiting how close one can dredge to the bank based on how
wide the creek is, if it is a tributary, if there are salmon, ect.
Thank you for your time and interest in this matter.
Feel free to contact me for any questions/concerns via email : hankburns@hotmail.
com
Thanks again,
-Hank Burns

040611_Marinello

040611_Navaee
From:
To:
cc:
Subject:
Date:

mike nava
dfgsuctiondredge@dfg.ca.gov;
neal;
dredging wont hurt fish
Wednesday, April 06, 2011 3:46:30 PM

Dear Sir,
I dredged in Calif. for over 25 years. I always find that the fish were very
happy, and they ate from the tailings. Every morning when I started to
dredge I found schools of fish big small waiting for me to start. I used to
have some income that was a lot of help in this economic situation I hope
that the politicians and the authorities come to their senses and allow
small minors to make a living. Thank you.
Mike Navaee

040611_Parsons
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lisa Souliere
dfgsuctiondredge@dfg.ca.gov;
suggestions
Wednesday, April 06, 2011 3:19:18 PM

Mark Stopher,
I have a few suggestions for the new regulations.
1. Chapter 2-20 Lines 18, 19, and 20. The three foot water mark should not
include bedrock that starts before the edge of the watermark due to the fact that
bedrock is a solid matter and will not disrupt soil and gravel.
2. Chapter 2-21 Lines 20,21,22, and 23. When filling a dredge, there are already
requirements to use an EPA and CARB gas can that has a high tech spout and has
an auto shut-off, self-venting for safer and easier pouring, child-resistant, angled
tip that allows you to see the inside of the container so that it is not overfilled. It
has a U-cup seal that provides a tight fit against leaks. If a dredger uses this gas
can he shouldn't need to be the required 100 feet from the water's edge to fill his
dredge.
Thank you and hope to hear back from you on these matters after the final
regulations are written.
Larry Parsons

040611_Simonye

040611_Smith

040611_Tafoya1

040611_Tafoya2

040611_Thew
From:
To:
CC:
Date:
Subject:

"Janet Thew"
dfgsuctiondredge@dfg.ca.gov
04/06/2011 7:56:32 PM
Reject Suction Dredge Mining in California

To: Mark Stopher, California Department of Fish and Game
We oppose the continuation of suction dredge mining permits. It's an antiquated practice that harms the environment, and there's no justification for subsidizing it
with our money. There's no benefit to the state whatsoever, so why is it even being considered?
Thank you.

Janet Thew
5572 St Francis Cir
Loomis, CA 95650
US
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Here is a comment I would like considered and included in the final EIR
for suction dredge mining.
Thanks!
Mark Dowdle
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Mark Dowdle
James McKee Ranch
2671 East Fork Hayfork Road
Wildwood, CA 96076
Mail address:
James McKee Ranch
P.O. Box 1694
Weaverville, CA 96093

Mark Stopher
California Department of Fish and Game
601 Locust St. Redding, CA 96001
RE: NEED FOR INCLUSION OF EAST FORK HAYFORK CREEK,
TRINITY COUNTY IN SUCTION DREDGE MINING USE RESTRICTIONS

Dear Mr. Stopher,
I am one of the partners in a large piece of property near the Chanchelulla Wilderness in
Trinity County with approximately one-half mile of the East Fork Hayfork Creek running
through it. A smaller stretch of Potato Creek also runs across the property.
Physical salmonid surveys and redd counts conducted by the California Department of
Fish and Game over the years continue to indicate the East Fork of Hayfork Creek is one
of the best, if not the best, spawning and juvenile-raising habitats in the entire Hayfork
sub-basin of the South Fork of the Trinity River. Our family members and visitors are
cognizant of and enjoy observing high numbers of juvenile salmonids here. Being such a
productive stream, this particular stretch of salmonid habitat requires special protection
from degradation. It was heavily mined in the 1800s and early 1900s and only in the
recent two or three decades has it attained substantial recovery.
As landowners, our primary goal is to conserve and continue to restore this stretch of
riparian habitat. We own all mining and timber rights to our land and do not intend to
exercise them aside from fuels reduction activities. So it is with considerable trepidation
we note there are no proposed restrictions on any of the tributaries to the South Fork of
the Trinity River.
All efforts we invest to ensure protection and conservation of spawning beds and juvenile
rearing habitat can be quickly nullified by degradation of salmonid habitat downstream or
upstream by suction dredge mining and related activities. Importantly, high flows vary

significantly year to year in this stream, providing no assurance that residual sediment
from dredging activities will be adequately flushed from critical salmonid spawning beds
from one year to the next. Moreover, the recent drought, compounded by seasonal
agricultural diversions upstream, caused East Fork Hayfork Creek to cease flowing for
two consecutive summers as recently as two years ago. In sum, salmonid populations in
this water body are already subject to significant stressors and need whatever protections
can be accorded them.
The Environmental Impact Report on Suction Dredge Mining offers no proposed
restrictions that would serve to protect this stream. In fact, it offers no restrictions on any
tributaries to the South Fork Trinity River. As such, we ask that California Department
of Fish and Game include East Fork Hayfork Creek and Potato Creek as subject to
suction dredge mining restrictions and assign each the appropriate restriction of Class A,
no dredging permitted at any time.

Thank you for your dedication and your efforts.
Sincerely,

Mark Dowdle
James McKee Ranch
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From:
To:
CC:
Date:
Subject:

"Leonard Robel"
dfgsuctiondredge@dfg.ca.gov
04/07/2011 7:37:28 PM
Reject Suction Dredge Mining in California

To: Mark Stopher, California Department of Fish and Game
Please do everything in your power to stop the destructive mining happening in California. It's just one more industrial stealing operation - taking a little something
for oneself and causing catastrophic damage to everyone else.
Thank you.
Leonard Robel
34 Meadow Drive
San Rafael, CA 94903
US
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April 7/ 11
RE: Draft SEIR
Dear Mr. Stopher,
The 1994 environmental impact report was working fine. Dredging is one of the few
remaining activities that have a positive effect on the environment (the removal of mercury from
water systems, resurfacing of riverbed nutrients, and the creation of rest holes for salmon.)
The new system takes this beloved experience from those who deserve to have it.
Sincerely,
Clifford Ruff
Banning, Ca
cliffordruff20@yahoo.com
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Dear Mark Stopher
I have been trying to come up with the oppropriate words to describe
how I am feeling about the new Dredging regulations
I have been dredging with my sons for almost 30 years (recreationally)
We have 2 claims in the Happy Camp area (Elk Creek and (Indian Creek)
Well now these Creeks are closed to dredging and that makes our claims worthless
as it is not productive to pan,sluise or high bank in these tight little creeks
With what little impact we have on these creeks dredging a few weekends a year
I would think It should still be allowed,especially to current claim owners
Again I am very dissapointed in these new rules and still have some hope
that things can be corrected
Thankyou very much
Larry Rux
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S. Craig Tucker
Klamath Coordinator
Karuk Tribe
cell: 916-207-8294
home office: 707-839-1982
Follow our efforts to restore the Klamath on twitter by visiting http://twitter.com/#!/scraigtucker
www.klamathrestoration.org
-----Original Message----From: amargi@riseup.net [mailto:amargi@riseup.net]
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 9:23 AM
To: Craig Tucker
Subject: youtube
link is up:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PJYyT2U3iAg&feature=channel_video_title
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Hi Mark,
I want to thank you for keeping us informed, I would have liked to attended
the public hearings but was not able to due to the severe weather in Tuo
county.
But I would like to comment on a few items.
! I would like to see the maximum nozzle size increased to 6" instead of
4",as most of us have four to six inch dredges, Realizing that on the
smaller streams this may not be acceptable.
2 I would like to be able to be in the front of the line to get the new
permits,due to the fact that I purchased mine in july,and was not able to
use it due to the signing of SB170,I would be willing to pay again but think
that those of uss that purchased the permit to have it cancelled in a few
weeks afterward deserve some consideration.
3 The restrictions on streams 2000 ft and lower, a july start is
somewhat ridicules,as most of the are dependent on rainfall for the proper
flows to be able to dredge with minimum impact. I would like to see an
earlier start.
4 I am hoping that most of the biology done on this takes into consideration
that most of us who have mined and studied the rivers in California realize
that most are suffering from impoundment problems that controlled flow
cause, and that most Californians have not see a wild river scour banks
take out trees redistribute gravels and so on. we all know that fish and
invertebrates need not only large cobble but also small gravel to spawn in.
Having fished from the santa ynez river for steelhead when I was young to
the rouge river to the Salmon River in Idaho, we all know that damming
and controlling the flows is not helping the fish population or their condition.
Again thank you for keeping us updated
Bob Hendy
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